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Smoking in class to be banned
by pending LUCC legislation
bGyCJim Redichb
ThE: LU
passe . - Y an _8-7
mar~1bn't~ednesdak'a re~olut1on
proh1 1 mg _ smo mg 1~ all
classrooms a~d at all · mdoor
events. A. he-vote .followed
debate, which lasted for nearly
an- hour, and two defeated
reso!utions to ta~le,the bill. LUCC
pr~1~ent Dan'Eisenberg cast the
deciding vote. necessary to ap- th I · 1 t'
'd ent
proye
.e eg_1s a !on: if p. rest.
Smith s~gns the bill , it will go mto
effe~t m two weeks, . though
considerable doubt remai~s over
how the new ban on smokm_g can
be enfo~ced. .
.
~e resol_uh?n: submitted. by
Basil Georg1.a~s 78 and W._L1ght
Ramsey, Jr. 79, a~pear m t~e
letters ~olwnn of last week s

Lawre~tIJn:
William Boardman, assistant
professor of · philosophy, began
the-debate by attacking the bill,
. calling it "vague/' and asking
that its wording be more specific

· as to, what cons~~tuted "a room
full of smok~ as w~ll as
ex~ctly what coitld be considered
injurious to a non-s'!lpker's
health. He w~n~ ?n to_obJect t? a
ft~t-out pro~1bit!on of.. smoking
without cons1dermg_ev1~ence .f~r
mprom 1ses. ·..
This
any ~orka
· "'le
"' co...

besaid·w.ould J:>e hke proh1b1tmg
pets."

-

.poardman said prohibition

would be considered by the
faculty as· a. condition o( their
employment. He said he has no

. choice in ·a class, "I have to be
there." w,tile at public events a
choice exists where to sit or. not to
attend. He added that he would
not have come to Lawrence had
there been a·ban on smoking, and
said t,hat many of his colleagues
would agree with him. He cited
professor 6f English B.ertrand
Go~dgar's remark that such a bill
''infringe$ on my setting the style
or atmosph_e re in my classroom."
. . Boardman · ·charged that . the·
resolution was ''a naked threat to
PWlish !acuity' me~b.ers" who,
·
according to Bo ardman,
see the
case for Aprohibition
as "flimsy"
H
t
t
t
as wor d!;!.,.. , e wen on o .s ugges
that anotl'ier · motive should .be
•o'Wld. Ta·ken to log1·cal, extr.e mes ,
'' Sal'd,· reso1u·t1·ons l1'ke this one
he
COuld "O on to-. encomp·a ss the
"
University's
~tepping in to_~void

risking the health of innocent
bysfanders in any situation . He
gave this example: "a member
of the opposite sex in a student's
room could cause anguish for a
prudish , imaginative neighbor ,
which would certainly be harmful ." ·
Brian T.emplefon , ,78 , read a
statement citing the dan·gers to
air quali'ty of bur · g t b
nm report.
o acco
quoting from a HEW
He, ,
also charged that cigarette
smoke is an " irritant and
distraction ," which brings about
body changes, shaking hands,
and work inefficiency , and
therefore constitutes some risk to
health . He said the health claim
was of interest to both sm9kers
and non-smokers and said that he
thought the LUCC had the right to
legislate against dangers , as they
had in the past regarding
firearms , Templeton said he had
no reply to Boardman•s· "conspiracy charge."
Boardman said he wondered
whether cigarette.smoke could be·
considered noxious or harmful
to nonsmokers and asked for data
on the level of ri~k. David Ehrich,
'79, said that he thought any
effect . on health "should be
considered as a he.,ilth factor."
Boardman aslced if "some risk"
w. a:rranted. prohibition and

necessary information on these
proposals if no one else would.
Boardman · said that public
places legislation is OK because
workers can smoke in their offices. But faculty members work
in the classroom, "and that's an
important distinction."
Ramsey said that the bill would
give Boardman "the right to go
outside -the classroom " if he
wa·nted to smoke:Dorothy Fischer, '77, said she
has to go to class for her
education · and often has
headaches after 70-minute
classes in a room with smokers
all around hey. She added that
rriaqy of- her friends ' had had
similar experiences with smokefilled classrooms.
Gary ·w eiss, '77, said he
Photo by Nancy Gazzola
thought the bill asked for
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION Officer Headrick poised for the
(continued on Page 7)
. next questio_n at Thursday's panel discussion .

Affirmative action: defined,
scrutinized, and defended

by Sylvia V. Long ·
information. Each has been
· Of Lawrence's twenty-three compiling its own·_ analysis of
departrheJ1tS, thirteen have no. Lawrence's employment of
women faculty members. And wonien a'nd mino:rities ,to
commented th~t "if.there is more only one, th~hysical ed~cation determine the extent to which
than some nsk, it should be dept ., has a-· woman cl]a1rman . conditions at Lawrence meet
proven ." As for the wording of Lawrence has no black faculty with Federal expe_ctations.
·the_bill~easked "isthi~;degreeof members.
,
. __. Before the ·end of the term both
leg1slatJon necessary?
.
.
What is Lawrence doirig. abo\lt committees will submit_interim
Templeton responded ·. that _the · under-representation of reports to the factiliy. At prese!lt,
there was "no question" that minorities and women in faculty according to - Bremer, the . fmthere were dangerous com- and staff · positions? Five dings of the faculty report are to
ponents in cigarette smoke, ·and representatives of Lawrence's remain confidepti~l. .
that the - smoking breaks for Affirmative Action ·Committee:
The report will md1cate where
teachers "would do no . great President Thomas Smith, Vice Lawrence's recruitment policies
harm."
President- for Academic Affairs and procedures fall short of
Charles Lauter, dean of Thomas . Headrick, · Barbara expectati?ns , e~tablish g_oa~s to
. student affairs,- .asked that ' the Pillinger , dean of · women, b~ ,n~et. m . tr)'.mg_ ~o ehmn~ate
council seek more information on William Bremer ,, a~sistant d1scn'!1matJon !n hU:mg practices
proposals to prohibit smoking. He professor of history and Dtana and w_1ll esta bhsh H,i:netables for
said the City of Madison has Forsythe, assistant professor of reachm~ the es~ab,1shed goals.
prohibited smoking in. public anthropology .responded. toIn his open mg s.t atem.ent .
areas an d th a t the .. Luce Should questi' ons and · c_h~llenges . 1q .a Headnck com. pared
t
tthe ffull. time
' Je g·is la t·ion to see how it panel discussion Thursday .faculty
men
s o t·women
rea d th is
f
· appom
h
h 975
II
·co uld bear on th e bm
'Id'mg -m
· of evening in the Coffee house.
romh1930full
t rou_g
t 1 f na
ult10na Y
compromises into the present
Two Ad Hoc Committees on to t e
: 1me ac Y apbill . Lauter added thatthe City of Affirmative Action, one for ·in- pointments ?f w~m~n _at
· f vesti·gatingfacultyhiringan_d_one L_awrehce . His _statistics· m- ·
Green Bay and the · State O
d
d h
h
b
f full
· ·1 ar for investigating s_taff hmng, ·1cate f t ult
at t e n~mt er ot fo
Wisconsin also h ave simi
time - ac h y appom
me_
n.. s . ngr
legislation un d er cons1'dera t'ion , · were set up in October, and since
.
b
hr1nk
women
as
s
124
and that · he . wo uld seek the that time have been gathermg nationally
. At. een
Lawrence
percent of the full ' time faculty
were Women in 1930 but the
figure was only 12 percent in
1975. Headrick said "Lawrence
has mirrored what has happened
, nationally." He emphasized the
fact that other schools are also
looking for women candi_dates;
there is a large amount of
compeititon between schools for
qualified candidates .
Pilling er, in- her opening

"statement to ~he panel , quoted
The
Chronicle
of
Higher
Education, pointing out that it is

in higher education that the
greatest resistance to equal
employment proceedures has
been apparent. Pillinger stated
that "one point regarding, Affirmative Action upon - which
almost everyone agrees is that it
is not working. In general , goals
and guidelines continue to be
ignored, undermined and circum vented, both legally and
illegally."
Smith, in his opening statement
to the panel , blamed past employment discrimination on antinepotism policies and the " buddy
system."
Under previous anti-nepotism
policies recruitment of more than
one faculty member from a
single family was avoided. Hiring
was done on the basis of need .
Men who had families ·to support
were considered more in need of
employment than women with
working husbands , single men
and single women . This policy ,
perpetuated sexual discrimination .
.
·
Smith explained that the
' buddy system' also perpetuated
the exclusive employment of
white men . When there was an
opening in the faculty of the staff
a department head was often the
one cliarged with finding and
recruiting new employees. He
(continued on Page 5)

Minority applicants up

.

.

Photo by Mory ~lien Carolan

· .
·
f Wednesday 's LUCC debate.
RDS FLEW thick and fast through ~he smoke O
,
· .

The number of minority applicants has increased_ slig~tly
this year , reported David White,
director of admission, at the
faculty meeting last Friday.
.The credentials of minority
student applications are very .
good according to White .· " I was
impressed with their school
backgrounds, grades , and test
scores ," White sa,itl later.
White noted that although the
number of incoming freshmen
applications is ~bout the same
as last year (932 as compared
with 955), the number of applicants to the Conservatory has
dropped. The Conservatory still
has a good " applicant pool, "

however. Roughly 600 students
have been accepted, though as of
15 April only about 100 students
had notified the Admission Office
of their intention to attend
Lawrence in the fall. ·" After 1
May we will hav~ a better idea of
what the admissions numbers
will be" said White.
The Committee on Honors
announced that 43 people are
doing honors projects this year in
20 separate departments . Last
year 53 students participated in
the honors program. Three
Lawrence students will present
theii'- honors projects at the
Honors Tea on 5 May in the
Worcester Art Center.
,.,

Finally, the
and . "But there
is
no
discrimination. at Uawrence, so re-volves around a confl
Why have a Women's Week at interests: those wishing to sm
all?" To us the slogan was a one and those wanting som
line lfnswer to- these questions . cleaner air in their lungs. If lli
"Here we are! What are you arduous process of -Hbera
To the Editor:
going to do about it?" is meant to education has any civilizing
assoc iated
Last Wednesday afternoon, the ask the Lawrence women to wake outcome, hopeful'l y we can
c"olle gia le
· LUCC narrowly passed the non- up to the fact that there is real reeogniz.e the rieed to compress.
smoking bill you read about last discrimination at Lawrence , promise and adj~st to differing
week. This was my first chance to more subtle than in the ''outside int~rests. '.l'he pr:oblem is small
~he Lawrentian is published each week of the college year except during
see LUCC in ' action. The world" but very real nonetheless, enough that everyone can be
vacations and examination periods by The Lawrentian _
of Lawrence
·discussion was orderly , the· points and to ask the men in the satisfied: There_ is no more need
University, Appleton, Wisconsin. Printing is by Bargain _Bulletin, Inc. _of Aowere usually made clearly, and Lawrence
·community
to to ban ' smoking than -there is to
pleton. Second class postage pa id at A~pleton, W1sconsm 54911. Mail subscription;s are $5.50 per year; overseas a1rma1I $15, seamail, $6.50. .'
ample opportunity was available recognize that discrimination . ban voluble non-smokers. Surely
Letters to the Editors and items tor This Week at LU may be submitted no
for all parties to express their ,and consider what they can -do the resorntion of 'June - 1975,
later than 9 p.m. Wednesday for publication that week. They must be typed;
views . I would like to commend about it .
calling -for designated smoking _
double-spa ced . Notices will be accepted only for the current week.
.
president Dan Eisenberg. for h~s
Our slogan was also a joke and areas, is, suffiGient to prevent
•
We will print only signed letters. Signatures will, of course, ~e withheld
excellent handling -----.of the. rallying point among the com- non-smokers being "irritated and
upon request. The Lawrentian rese~ves _the n~ht to alter or ,abridge letters
without chan ging meaning, and to re1ect n:,aterial 1t dee~s unsuitable.
situtation. Carefully alternating mittee members and was painted distracted" : -Any recalcitrant
Opinion s expressed in The _Lawrent1an are not .necessarily those of
speakers _pro and con, Eisenberg on the wall as such .. Wh!le ·we had . smokers who require an opaque
Lawrence University, its adm1rnstrat1on, faculty or students.
was as fair as possible in per- little hope that the sign would blue atmosphere in order to think
mitting different aspects to be effectively reach either the men are encouraged to contaot --.this
brought out.
or women on ca·m pus who needed writer for: corrective co·unseling.
Miscellaneous comments to ·be reached, neither did ' we
-ELLIS AMES BALLAR)), JR.
tended to focus on absurdities . exp-ect to be grossly misun- '75
. thought the whole idea derstood. We did not expect to
This is supposed to b~ the year . .that _LU(;C _Pass~s Some
stupid , while others merely find the sign def~ced nor to find
meaningful legislation. They ~e real!Y m1ss~d 1t. this time, 1~ denigrated .the wording of the so many people amused at the.
/
passing non-enforceable anh-sm?ki~g legislation. Now 1t bill. The latter point was almost Men's Year s\ogan. Why do
awaits Smith's signature. We trust 1t will go no farther.
universally conceded . Some people find 'it easier to laugh at
If you attended the LUCC ,meeting the problem with the speakers made occasional inane necessar y and worthy work than
legislation became evident - it offered no , ro?m for . com- remarks. (Ironically, the most to laugh with it?
We concur with the editorial's
promise. Consequently, argwnents on both sides became ridiculous statements came from
statement that an extremely
To the Editor-:.
selfish and si'mplistic: "I have a right to breathe" and "I'll' do facult~ members. )
Eisenberg was polite when he important part of Women's Week
/ I have pefson~l :-i:_easons for
as I please when I teach:"
.
, .
. -- .. informed
speakers that they were and\ - the whole women's · 1amenting the LUCC decision to
Listening to the meeting was pamful. Partic1pants _m the out of order.
maintained ef- movement is the . individual
ban smoking in classrooms. But I
. discussion, all of them adults, sounded more like a group of ficJen~Y. and He
con(ined his ~e'!' growth and strength of the
also have serious · misgi:vings ·
bickering children. . ·
· ·· · ·
·
ed1tonal remarks to · spec1f1c women within the movement. Bµt
about what tr·a hs·pired on
· About the only really constructive comment was Lauter's diffic qlties, sucp ·as enforce- -·is ·necessary· to strive as a group operational, antl \ "moral"
suggestion to table the motion until an investigation of com- menL
· to ac~ieve our goals . Individual
grounds. 1
•
parable situations at other institutions could be made.
As a transfer . from Drake growth wiH not overcome the
, Why, for instahce, should ohe
We'd love to see how the legislation is going to be enforced. University, wh~re "No Smoking" discrimination prevalent at · group's preferences have been
Will students and professors be hauled in front of "J" board signs hang in every classroom, I Lawrence or in the rest of the imposed on another group? The
you that · (with rare world.·A Ione liberated woman is
fact ttia\ non-smokers prefer that
the first time? Maybe a second offense will carry a penalty of can · assure
. ) en
· f!)rc~men
·
t con- .an oddity,
· · a~ entertaiI;1ment,- but others not smoke does not mean
excep t IP!}
expulsion of students and firing of facultY,.
.
It would be quite ·a task to fill all those open positions in stitutes no serious obstacle. If a a cohesive group of strong and that they have· a rigtit to force
university 5 times as large as determined women is a force to their W\shes on us. '.rhe rev~se of
Main Hall alone.
.
.
ours can, enforce the .. ·rule, be reckoned with. "Here we are!
their action would · ~e
force
The idea of restricting smokers is a good one. We would be Lawrence should . encounter no What are you g ing to do about everyone to smoke. Non-smokers
9
pleased to see LUCC pass a compromise anti-smoking bill. real problems. At any rate, it?" represents that .struggle, who - pushed .the legislatio,n
That would mean that both sides would have to be willing to Eisenberg neatly disposed of this that power, that unity.
claim~d that · their · righ'ts were
gi:ve a little, though.
. ·
· ,
.. 1 ·
•
question bE)fore
returning , _And they say _we don't have a
being denied because they.had to
sense of humor! - .
sit in a class with 'smoker:s. They
We would like to think that a serious discussion about anti- discussion to the mai_ri .issue.
··Impartial -in his compartment,
, Yours, have -denied my righ1S far more :
smoking could take place at an LUCC-meeting. But first let's
-ALISON TALLARD than l was able to deny theirs
get a decent piece of legislation fo work with, one that, invites . and nearly fl_awless in his use of
parliamentary procedure,
-NANCY PATTON
before.
- · '
·
! ational discussion, not childish quarreling.
Eisenberg reflected high stanFur_thermore, wl)at is the
dards of legislative ability'. These
justification of dqing us ,a wrong
high standarcts,.clear1y. ev1dentto
in return for th~ supposed wrong
those who attended; deserve
perpetrated .by us? These anti.commendation wnether or · not
Messrs.
Georgiadis _and smoking advocates should recall
you agree , with Eisenberg's
Ramsey ' can
,tentatively the qhildhood ditty f "Two wrongs
position . As 'far as I am con- ·· congratulate themselves for do. not make a Fight'~. ·
certred, his . en9orsenient was
saving their fellow Lawrentians
Smoking is a necessity to some
(and
is)
justified.
Any
from the perils of smqking in the of us. A friend mentioned to me suggestion, however, that . the
classroqm. We must applaud that ,he cannot - stay awake in
LUCC was "niilroaded" into _ their dedication. All other some classes,.without cigarettes.
anything has no basis in reality.
aspects of this matter, however, Who will accept responsibility for
At one · point, Gary Weiss
could well, use an injection .,,of his decreased perfQrmance in
seriously asked, "What gives you
sense.
courses?·
th~Lright to clel!n air?'' Sinc_e he
· We are informed that "tobacco
on·e of the more vocal in- .. supposedly is "involved" iriothe . is a poison" and further that dividuals to support the bill on
.
.
.
, corr~ction of social problems, the. · "tests have shown that , it i's Wednesday s!Jares a class with
\\tnfil\YYJ filfl\(f\['il ,rf~fil rj'\fil~~
t'1
· d
Th
nearly as , injurious to the non- · me.Atthebeginning fthetermll
\# Ul.J.
U ~~N U
i..:.,~~~ ~~:!e ;~r-~':u~~~~~s :.;h~teye~ smoker .' . __: n Granted, .if two . asked\ her: if my smoking would _
.
you believe in-universal laws, laboratory mice are pla~ed in a botherher. Sheassuredmethatit
Try this simple test. Walk int? a smoked-filled room with a watch on .
Nature, or the Man Upst<;1irs. "
shoebox and one is compelled to would not. Either she lied to
Take one deep breath .. . hold 1t for 60 seconds . . . then exhale. Fe'els
Let's hope President Smith apsmoke 20 cigarettes per day, by someone or ·s he is afraid of an'
good , huh ? Now try the same test in a clean-aired room . How does that
proves the 'bill which would the eild of a week the prognosis tagoI;1iziqg any~ne. There(ore she
feel ? Now tell me , and be honest, which room do you prefer? Right. I
virtually guarantee us that right. for even the non-smoking mouse goes the institutional route : "Get .
thought so - and so did the LUCC .
-MARTH..t FISCHER will be less than rosy. The case of . a law passed so I don't hav_e to Wednesday's decision to prohibit smoking in the classrooms is a step
-< ·
/
Lawrence classrooms for ·a · say_'~Yes I mind". "Well, I feel
in the right direction . The truth of. the matter is that mos.t public
duration· of 70· minutes .is not anttgonized..
.
buildings , major universities , and private universities have enacted at
exactly analogous . . No Ol!e has·
To bleed,that e~perience for all
least some type of smoking legislation. Lawrence is long overdue in
cle'atly p'roven ·harmful effects of it is worth, let me further add
' this respect. The time has come for the smoke to 'be cleared, and the
· brief exposures to s~oke in t he . that this person .did not avail
air to be kept reasonably clean . .
To the Editor :
air. If a change is advocated for herself of one of the previously
I find it disturbing if a professor feels that he or she simply must
After reading the editorial in reasons of. hea!th, the case must existing-means of "prQ.tecting her
smoke while teaching . Do I have to. brush my teeth while studying?
' last · week's Lawrentian, We feel be proven;. npf merely asserted . . rights" .a nd is har~y in a positi9n
Doug Greenberg,. assistant professor of history, has stated that if a ·that there has been some
We ar-e further informed of our to argue -that -those means were
student is bothered by his smoking, he should not take his class. I find
misunderstanqing about · the . "basic rights· to breathe un- ineffeotive. · this comment somewhat disturbing - especially since my parents are,
slogan painted ~under the Lawe pollute~ air." Where are t!}ese
.The final problem I wish to
theoretically , p_aying his salary. He should have a bit more conStreet bridge and would like to rights granted? Not con- raise ·concerns enforcement. I
sideration for the rights of non-smoking students, since a Jot of them
comment.
-~ ·,
stitutionally 1 ·certainly, aq,d one personally have no respect for
end ~P takin_g his courses anyway./! am not so ' disturbed by GreenEach year .t'he Women's Week hopes that ·We are not asked to the LUCC bill and do not intend to
berg s smokmg as I am about his flippancy towards perturbed non- . committee is invariably asked enter the quagmire of moral honor it. Furthermore, I
smokers.
.
·
two questions, one ·thought to be imperatives. Compared with the r-emember that last fall, while in
In conclusion, I .would like to say that a gr-eater sensiti~ity to;ards __ funny , the oth~r in-earnest : "Why other sources polluting the air we Washington; I sat in ·a class with
smoking must be established - before both sides go up in smoke.
don't you have a Men's Week?'' · breathe, the effects .of tobacco · seven ''Thank you for not'

Danny·the. fair

Smoki.ng_. tripe

Smoker's lament

to

z

w

5

M·il·ls'. are.worse , _

h

uu~

Slogan c_lar\ified .

a·. •"'1 •w•
·
I •~•• 'If ' ' ' • T .•
·

Black Peter
awkwardnes_s provoked by the
This Monday night the In- contemporary western culture
ternational Cinema will present that b.eg~n to penetra~e ~h~ Iron
an early work by the Czech.. Curtam m the ear!y s1xties:-The
director of One Flew over the shyness .and clumsmess seems to
Cuckoo's Nest - Milos Foreman . natur~llr _accompany the twist,
Black Peter (1964) touchingly _ the l:nkim , and ~rsatz boogiepor tray s a Czechoslovakian woogie.
.
youth 's fumbling efforts to face
Al~hough one ~annot ignore the
r es ponsibili ties and relation- settmg , the film t_ranscend.s
ships. The setting of the film ~ultu_ral
~oundar~es
and
epitomizes Peter 's adolescent ilium mesa univ~r~al dilemma . As
Peter botches his Job an'.d bobbles

!

[f{f:~!t}::~;i;E~:i;1:{:iit ~:~~if~~!f!f(:!;!~i

,,.thatallwasnotwellwiththelocal suggestions. Whenever,Iaskedif
. ·
·
.
atmosphere . Perhaps LUCC sdmeone minded my smoklng,
relationships°' it is 'impos.sible to ought to ban paper mills and · the respondents ignored the signs
not perceive the un(versality _of whey pl'ants fr_om the a,r~a_. The ,and said "no".
'
awkw~_rdness. This modern · el{t~emely dubmus proposition of
There is a need for higher,,
clumsmess s.e ems so deeply a nght to pure air faces vastly sensiti,vity for the desires. of nonseeded · that even Peter's greater threats than tobacco smokers. but that sensitiviW
stalw,a rt, traditional parents . smoke. · ·
needs to be two~way and sho
ca~not make sense of his copThat non-smokers generally result in a workable comprom'
fµsion. Black Pet~r is such a find .antagonistic reactions lo I am going to take serious
tender portrayal·~f mnocent awk- their "requests" says more about tempts at solving this probl
wardness that it must strike . the requests than .the audience. 'a mutually acceptable ~ay
home for even the most non- Any smoker can accept someone more, seriously than le i
- chal~nt :4-merican imitators of disliking' the habit · asserhlons which results from
savo1r-fa1re.
'
concerning poison a~d violations inanities as does the h
-Dl\ VE GUZIK of basic rights ,re less congeniaL
-CHl:.US

f

er and husband treated
academic . Siamese twins

thought Benningt
.
·
'I want to speak with you not had a happier eo':u could have wo'?an to fulfill . "I was just
>to you," Gaff Parker , fo;mer said she didn 't th~k ng, ~arker tryin~ to be,,a good president at
president of Benni.ngton College. committee had been so. If. t~e _ Bennington. However, when She
told the audience in Riverview they wouldn't have less spec1f1c, was first _asked to speak about
Lounge who had gathered during accompl1' sh
been able to her experiences as president to
as . much
Women's Week to hear her speak · commented "Th
. . •" s h e . th e pu bl'1c, Parker did not refuse,
e~~~s1stance ~n and began to speak often. In this
about.. women in higher gradualis~
education.
demoralizing atft d
their ~ay, she _felt she was doing the
' I ~ es were such right thmg ' "exploiting her
Requesting that the lights be that I c
turned off 'so that she could see alternatfv~d~ht th1~k ~f a worse position " by letting others know
I f Ian s aying there. that a woman could do a college
her audience, Parker opened the There[
e t the best thing for president's job
session for questions . She was us wasore,
a complete change ."
·
·
questioned both about her perD .
~eing married and raising a
sonal and professional life at · uring her stay at Bennington child Parker did not feel really
Bennington.
Parker felt that she and he; hampered by her job. She. was at
Although Parker felt that her hus?and.worked well as a team . times trustrated when people
progress was hampered by T~~ir responsibilities were well complained that she didn't attend
having to concentrate on divided_. Tom Parker was all the social functions on cam"keeping people speaking_ to each resp~n.s1ble for the bureaucratic l)Us. "People didn't seem to
other," she is proud of what she activities while Gail was in consider the fact tha~ when I went
accomplished in her four years as cha_rge of academics. She felt home I had a house to clean a
th~1r working relationship was a meal to cook and a child to l~ok
president of Bennington.
When she arrived at Ben- unique one. " Instead of trying to after."
nington, Par\cer -decided , to make yourself look good at the·
Presently the Parkers are
establish an Affirmative Action expense of the ~erson working !ooking for new jobs. After living
next
to
you,
we
instead
wanted
to
Committee and Plan. She feels
in a small ·town for four years
that dwting her administration , mak~ each_other look as' good as Parker feels that she and her
the number of minorities and J>?SS1ble, since what each of us husband will most likely go to a
women employed at Bennington ?Id reflected on the other per- large city such as New York or
increased significantly. But she son. "
SMALL
Photo by Noncy Gazzola
Washington, D.C.
LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGES are becoming too
was surprised to find resistance
Parker found the way in which
diluted, commented Gail Parker, keynote Women's Week
to the institution of the com- others treated her and her
speaker.
mittee, and realized that people husband almost humorous .
felt it was ~an "insult to their According to Parker, "some
dignity to think that Bennington people treated us like Siamese
"
might even need such a thing." twins, and thought that we told
. Bennington, like-Lawrence and everything to each other . People
i)ther small liberal arts colleges frequently began conversations
are becoming ."too diluted," with Tom and finished them with
consciously serve the people."
by Pete Copeland
according to Parker·. Instead of me, but I had no idea what he or
Baraka said this revolution will
Baraka explained how students come when people's "concrete
In a lect~e Monday night,
diversifyi~g and trying to have she was talking about ."
could use weekly study circles to
-curriculums in many areas ,
Someone asked Parker if she Imamu Amiri Baraka (LeRoi begin to "raise their levels of conditions " - food , clothing, and
Jones), noted playwright ,
shelter change for the worse.
"Colleges . should begin con- and her husband brought their essayist
· and political activist consciousness. " In. these study "Changes in concrete condition
centratfug on their strong points work home with them. Parker
circles
students
could
discuss
a
a violent overthrow of
will change ideas ," said Baraka,
~d making them stronger." In said that they were able to go advocated
United States \ governm~nt. variety of topics · including because when people are cold and
liberal schools without many hom_e and forget work , but not . theBaraka,
who spoke to a stan- American his.t ory, the black hungry , " they see the system
degree requirements, such as nearly as easily as _they would ding-room-onJy.
crowd
in liberation movement, socialism
..
..
iennington and Lawrence
have if they had worked in Riverview, feels an overthrow is and world events. " People ·are d~esn 't w.ork." .
Parker said that too many separate places. " During the only way ·to allow com- interested," Bar aka said. " But
The revolution will be
students were graduating with a troubl_ed times, however, I think munisin to take hold in America. you must get organized."
precipitated by four major
/'super-maj()r". instead of having we·talked business too much and
J3araka feel.s students must begin
Baraka characterized the civil . conflicts in the world today : the
·a well-rounded education. To were never able to get away from
to learn about and to understand rights movement of the sixties as conflict between labor and imperialism
and
· eombat this Par\cer proposed that it entirely." Using this as one of · the ineffe~tiveness of capitalism, ·a "conflict between the blaek capital ,
students be required fo do ad- her · reasons, Parker admitted and he warned that colleges are national bourgeoisie , most socialism , imperialism and the
vanced work in two areas not that she and Tom would probably political tools of the · bourgeoisie _ notably Martin Luther King, and Third World countries and between th~ two super-imperialists,
closely related.
never work together again .
designed to " shape; youth into the imperalist compradors like · the United States and the Soviet
the
NAACP
."
Out
of
the
conflict
a
supporters of the system. " He
After Parker had been at
Parker said that she didn 't feel
Union . Baraka said the money
Bennington for three years( her many "sexist overtones" -in the stated _that students t are not single voice a·rose, said Baraka: needed to combat the Sov iet
problems increased· along with way others treated her while she being taught to fit into the ruling the voice of Malcolm X. Ac- Union will " use up funds that
those of the ~ollege. As the was in a_position of authority . Her class , they are ' being taught to cording- to Baraka, Malcolm X would be used for social reform ."
fmancial ·. situation deteriorated, husband, she felt , was aware of serve the. interests of the ruling was the most signfficant leader to As the people's economic and
the majority of the faculty and them, " but then Tom could afford class ." · By the ruling class, come out of the c.ivil rights social conditions continue to
trustees ·disagreed as to •whether
to see them . I refused to while I Baraka means "the handful of . movement ;. "Malcolm X taught worsen , the people will see the
or not B.ennihgton was to be an
had work to do ." ·one thing did Rockefellers, Morgans and the. black people self-respect, weaknesses of capitalism and
institution of real innovations . To
frustrate .her though . Most of the Duponts that control All)erica 's self-determinatfon and self- they will destroy it.
defense." Malcolm X was opstudy .the situ-atio~ ,c Parker
faculty , she claimed , felt that she wealth." .
Baraka is afraid the United
"Your college education will posed to the non-violence of
created .a committee of students was no good with figures . When it
and the Soviet Union will
and f_il9ulty 't.o make recom- came time to deliver her leave you with strong ti~s to the Martin Luther King because, in States
fight
a
world war . He called for
Baraka
's
words,
"what
good
are
mendstions. A't the conclusion of
financial report , Parker ·said a bourgeoisie," said Baraka "and it
the unity of the black liberat ion
the study, the faculty prq,ceeded
committee was always formed to will take an intellectual enema to civil rights if you're not going to 'mo veme nt with the entire
cut those ties .' ' Students must · be here. "
to ignore the report, ima ,make check -her numbers.
Baraka feels " it is a mistake to · working class, for "skin color is
decide what class they want to
their own recommendations .
As a professional woman in
no measure of political thought. "
"Since the tactics had been higher education , Parker felt that . serve. They are being molded to think whites are the enemy. The He
feels this un ity will result in
enemy
is
imperialist
capitalism
.
changed after.we had gone out on
she " exploited " her position . fit the middle class, or petty
revolution
and eventual comThere
will
be
no
black
liberation
a limb to support the committee, /While she was working at Ben- bourgeoisie. Accordin·g to
munism for the United States. He
Tom and I decided to resign, " nington , she said she didn't think Baraka, the petty bourgeoisie un ti! capitalism is destroyed." A ended his · talk with the cry :
"vascillates between the ruling violent overthrow will replace
explained Parker .
about her responsibilities and job
" Victory for a ll oppressed
class and the masses ." Students capitalism with a dictatorship of people!
When asked whether she ·-, as being an unusual one for a
"the
proletariat.
must decide to "openly . and

Lawrence: bourgeois [.X)litical tool

~ -Eveqiqg of i)aQce ~
_ In j An. Evenipg of Dance" this
year's production by the
Lawrence -Dance Company, a
g~up of student choreographers
show.the different forms that the
art medium called modern dance

can take.
.
The production is impressive
both in the skill of the dancers

and the special effects . used- to

highlight their movements . Many
of ·the dancers have been in
.previous productions .: and their
performances both inqiv,idually
and as a group ,have improved

noticeably; The str9be lights,
costuµtes ·and other technical

effects emphasize and 'unify the
~hcers' movE;ments . with the
emes they port.ray. For
ex.ample, eerie green .lights
vide an excellent atmosphere
the -bizarre, disconnected
"tarililtula". In '.'Voice of

" strobe lights are -

by Deborah Davidsoh
used to give the illusion that the choreographed by different
dancers are walking on water. people which may be the exThe rhythm and feel of the music planation for what I consider to
are also perfectly expressed in be the biggest flaw of the
namely
the
the
rhythm
of
physical production ,
movement, further strengthening repetitiveness of some·· of · the
dances .
Three · different
the unity of the production:
·choreographers each created
My favorite dances are those numbers with modern , jazzy
that .translate traditional Slavic movements. The three individual
and · American danc_e s into numbers are quite· good in
modern dance. both "Patriarch themselves, but the overall effect
and Blind"· and " Unsquare is somewhat . rel)etitious.·
Dance" capture the gay festival .
In · general·, however, I am
.feeling of a folk dance. "Fan. tasy" is another special d~nce impressed with the quality of
which · perfectly portrays a little technique in " An Evening at
girl playing with he~ dolls . T~e Dance". The variety and vermagical effect of this dance 1s _satility of this production makes
enhanced by the mimelike it quite an enjoyable and wormovements of the dolls and by thwhile exper:ience. " An Evening
the spedal costumes and make- at Dance" · can be seen both
tonight and tomorrow night at
up used.
B:00. in Stansbury Theater-. .
·
The dance nu·m bers were .

Con students, facuity
elected to music .society_--~·
Teh Conservatory students and
three faculty members were
recently elected to membership
in the · Lawrence· Alpha Theta
chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda ; the
national honorary music society .
Among the ea·culty members
admitted to the association · was
Charles Treger, the Ethel .M.
Barber visiting professor of
music, who was made a national
honorary member . Faculty ·
members ,receiving full · meinbership were Scott Johnston ,
instructor in music, and Scott
Prebys, lecturer in music .
New student members of . Pi
Kappa Lambda are seniors Carol
Anderson, Laura Bornhoeft, John
Chapmann, George Hoffmann
and Tom Lambrecht. Juniors
initiated were Dan Dauner, Mary
Heiden, Chris Loghry, Laurie
~yan and Mary Shaw. ·

Pi Kappa La mbda is the
musical equivalent of Phi Beta
Kappa . Members are selected on
the basis of scholarship, musical
ability , leadership qualities and
personal character . Seniors
chosen· for membeship must rank
in the fop 20 per cent of their class
academically, and juniors must
be in the top 10 per cent.
Treger's formal initiation into
the society was one of a number
of activities · he participated in
during his most recent visit to the
campus . Treger, who visits the ·
campus at least twice a year
under his visiting professor title,
worked with chamber music
ensembles during this visit,
conducting
four
coaching
sessions and participating in a
chamber music "jam session"
with students and faculty
members from the Conservatory.

.''A-·v,ant-garae Ca1
How well does Downer d9 it? ~to perform -on Saturi
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Editor's Note: The following petition was submitted
by Lil ah Greene and Jim Tiemstra_as a letter to the .
Editor in the 24 October Lawrenttan .
, We , the undersigned student~ of La_wrence
University, are conc:rned_ a~ut the' qu~l ~ty and
efficiency of the Umvers1ty s food service. ~he
guarantee of a satisfactory·. food_ service
necessitates that a complete _public review of t_he
service be initiated . Our opinion is that the quality_
of the present service has det~riorated to su:h a
degree that only a complete rev1e~ _by a combined
committee of students and administrators c?ul~
discover the sour.ces of · the food service s
inadequacy. At a minimum this committee should
investi~ate :
.
.
.
.
1. Financial Operat10n - includ1rg a complete public
disclosure of food costs, labor costs, and
overhead.
2. Food Quality - concerning the food suppliers of
the service and strict conformance to adequate
nutritional standards and health laws regulating
the operation of such services.
3. Service Efficiency - involving a disclosure of the
rationale for decisions \Yhich eff~ct such policies
as continuous service, student wo_rk, and special
meals .
·
4. Flexibility - investigating the possibilities of
alternatives to the University Food Service for
students of Lawrens:_e University , and proposals
for a regular vegetarian meal program.
This review of the Food Service is the lllldeniable
right of Lawrence students since we are compelled
by the University to use their service.

Flexibility .
·
The vegetarian program of past years has been
expanded and refined with the help of student
vegetari?IJS to meet this year'~ requireme~~s .
Vegetarian entrees are now provided at -spec_1f1c,
limited, times to help insure that all vegetarians
will receive vegetarian meals . Quantity limitations
do not permit a continuous supply of the vegetarian
entree throµghout the entire dinner.
·The feasibility of an alternate food plan at
Lawrence is-limited . The National trend'of schools
that have attempted alternate plans has been to
revert to the traditional full board program.
Possible plans are :
·
). A limited number of meals - 7 or 14 rather than the
current 20 meals per week.
2. A coupon system - each student would "pay" with
coupons for .each meal eaten. To participate in
this system would necessitate payment of a fee
which covers both 'the cost of the coupons and a
share of total fixed expenses.
3. Our present system - manator'y board, but at a
reduced rate based on ,a percentage of participation . The rates are reduced because they
are determined with the knowledge that nQ~ all
students eat every meal._
To be removed from the board system and still
live in University undergraduate housing facilities
is not now possible, nor-will it be in the near future.
The current resident kitchen equipment is not
adequate to withstand increased use. Also,. state
health department regulations ·which mu5-t be ap.plied where food is prepared for public consl,lffiption·
would not permit greater use of these kitchens ..A
· large number of students who may be interested .in
preparing their own meals cannot be permitted to
live off campus due to the current economic
problems facing the University .

The following is an abridged version of the Food
Committee's preliminary report given in response
to the 24 October petition.
F inancial Operation
.
Food costs , labor costs and overhead are annuall~ pro~ected for the coming year i~ a st~tement
compiled in May by _the _Food Se:vice Direct?r.
Co_nsequentlr, the deta1led_informatI~m to de~l with
this issue will not be availabl~ lllllil th~t tm:ie . A
general stat!?ment o~ last yea: s operation will be
posted ~n ~he bulletin board in the Dq_wner Com- ·
mons w1th~n the next two we~ks .
FoodF Qudahty
. d
ult f t
b'dd' g
oo
suppf'11e t ·as a res F o b'ddi
wo gI f inm ·
d 1s Th
II
proce_ ures. e -irs invo1ves a a -1_ n ro
supphers for large volume _staples. The second
b1dding occurs weekly for perishables that are used
within a one week period . It may also include orders
fo r staple items that may be depleted . Menus are
compiled by the Food Service Director , the
Assistant Manager , the Supervisor of the Colman
Service and the Production Manager. The
nutritional balance of these meals is determined by
the experience and training of these staff members .
The Food Service is subject to both state and local
health inspection without prior notice .
Service Efficienc y
As Lawrence University employees, fin ancial
aid students are given preference for foo d service
positions . Checkers and those in the Catering
Department are em ployed directly by the, Food
Service an d are therefore not r eq uired to be
financial aid recipients .
_
The Food Service is able to supply special diets
to those who have particular dietetic requirements ,
~s authorized by their doctor .

·~-

.

.

•

The final concert' of the 1975-76 Cage heard her sing in Milan
Artist Series wiil present Cathy . declded to. ~,rite . "AriaBer,berian , whom the New York ~ontana Mix, which uses.
Times called · "as remarkable a languages .and ten vocal styl
singer as there is in the · world for her . ·
,,
today," Saturday, Apr. 24 , in the' In he~ own W?rds, I d
Chapel. The '_concert by Ber- ~utomatically, reJect some •
berian , who is billed as the avant- · J~st becaus~.I ve never ~one 1l
myself a chance. I like to
g arde Maria Callas ' will begin ·at .-giv~
flexible .~' 8 p.m .,
S h
A
. ·11
Her concert will include such
a an_ rz~llllI WI accompan,
diverse works as " La Lettera Berberian -m her · -La wren~
Amorosa " by Monteverdi , two coit£_ert.. In ad,!jition · to a
songs by John Cage, and "Trois con:ipanymg her oi:i Americ~
Chansons de Bilitis" by Deb4ssy. r~cital _t<_>urs, Arzr~m has work~
Also on the program are works by with L1h_Chookas1an and Vic
Luciano Berio, including one Borge. He gr~duat~ from selection from ''.Recital -One for Istanbul Conservatory an
Cathy ," a program written by con~i_nued -his studi~ at th
Berio ,for Berberian ; by Igor '. Julliard School o~ M1,1s1c.
Stravinsky, Kurt Weill, John
The
Berb_e~~an
concerf
Lennon and Paul McCartney,_and replaces the origmall}'. scheduled.
by Ber,berian 'herself.
al;'pea~ance__ of tf.le Philharmonia
Her career as a vocalist Virtums of N.ew York, which was
began while she was marrled to to_ pla_y Friday, 23 April. The
Berio with a series of concerts of Vir~uois _were_ forcea to cancel
contemporary music which were tpeir spnng to':11'. Tickets i~tied
followed by work with composer- for the 23 Apnl concert will be
conductor Brllllo Maderna . John h?n 01;ed at the door , Saturday:.
m ht.

What's·
the -Food Committee?
· .
-·

~

..

,(

'

Tan ,-J~rfit~ood, .·~rown aAd·
. ·: Hana-Stained Latigo

. The'food committee consis; of twelve students,
rougfily representing e~ch of the dorms, plus the
three managers of the food service : Lilian McKay,
director of the University food ·services , Mike Voth,
assistant manager in food services, ana Chuck
Nase ft-;- Colman Hall supervisor.
Tlie food committee is an official LUCC committee, but exists primarily because of the ex- .
i .
'
- d in
· t eres· t of t·h,e s t udens
t --.invo Ived . Th e1r
·
presse
major ·concern is to . forward suggestions about
/
309 W. Coll~e Ave., Acrc:,ss_from Sears
improvements that could be made in the food· lliillll•· t th
g · t Th
. 't' · th ·
se~vJce 0 .d te ~alla. emen · .. ey a1so en 1c1ze e ·
m nus_an . . es yarious r~.cip_1es. ·
. .
To facilitate C?mmun1cation ~etw_e~n ~.!_.udents
and~he food comm1tte~, :he Eaters D1~est_ (nam~d
by Jim Chwaszczewsk1,. 78 ) has be_en _instituted in
t_h e_Downer Lobby. It will be tn_e. '?.ed1um thro_ugll
which ~tudents can make specific sugg~stions
concerning any -~spect of the food . serv1:e: A.
response to each comment or. question w!ll b~
Quiet Atmosphere,-_Excelle.ht Dining.
formulated by the . f?od _com_m1ttee and will be_
pos~ed ne.xt to the original 111.qUiry for all students to
Alf at a
review:
. . .
. .
Thi s sta_tement i:nust be pr_e liminary _pend1~g
th e _budget mfor~at1~n _that will be avall~~le 1!1 .
~ ay ..By presenting a In:1:1ted reply to the petlt1_on , 1t _
is ~oped that any _questiims th'.3t_ are not sat1sfact~r_1l y answe r~d w1l_l be re-submitted and an y add1 t10nal questions ~111 also _be-proposed so th~t th~y
ma y be an swered in the final statement.

$

.42'5

$

Jerry-lym~n~ Shoes ·& -rvice

THE FINAL DAYS, Bob Woodward and Cari°Bernstein, 10.95
A _vivid portrayal of the final d.esperate days of the
Nixon Administration.
.
LOVEROOT, Erica Jong, 3.95
.
Everything you might ·.have liked about Fear Of
Flying is_back again in this book of poems.
Bernie Taupin: The Man Who Writes The Words
Elton John.
'
The complete lyrics from 1968 through "Goodbye·
Yellow Brick Road."
·

For .

THE RQCKEFELJ,ERS, Peter Collier and David Horowitz , 15.00
The story of a four generation American dynasty.
KATE, Charles Higham, 1.95
The authorized.biography of Katherine Hepbu~n.

·'

~~THE R DOCUMENT~·1;ving Wallace, 8.95
The newest :by Wallace: the story of a conspiracy
to destroy the Bill of Rights as the FBI aHempts
to take <?Ver the country.
·
~
LOOKING F~R MR. GOODBAR, Judith Rossn~r, 1.95
,
~ hauntmg novel that takes the reader into the
hfe and world of a young woman living alone in
New York.
MOTHER'S DAY and GRADUATION' CARDS ARE IN

Orders are now being taken for graduation
caps antj gowns·
_
.

-

N~ p()dy formed

to

help _ foreigt;1 students
Lawrence
International
issues of immediate importance
became a . new Un,i versit¥ displays
in
the· I library :
organization Wednesday
disc1:1ssions on topics of interest
following approval by LUCC.
during
the
organization's
Ai;cording to Yiannos Manoli , '78,- meetings, lectures by outside
the body's founder , Lawrence . e_x perts, and lectures by foreign
International is intended to bring . students on their own countries .
foreign students together to work Some of these lectures could be
on common problems and to - presented to local groups such as
provide a forum on international the high schools , churches and
affairs in the Appleton com- organizations such as the Lion's
munity.
·
·
Club in addition t'o ' being
Present membership is limited pr!sented to the Lawrence
to ~e 17 foreign _students at campus._
tawrence, bl.it will be ·e;panded
Manoli explained it. ''.we want
I
in the near future -to include · to make the community aware of
foreign students and other the rest of the world, to provide
members .of the community. activities which would provide
Before this happens though , concrete ideas of what cultures in
Manoli said, he would like Jhe other - countries are like and
foreign students to have provide cultural activities for the
organized and worked out s_tudent body."
solutions to their common
Manoli will begin the lectures
problems.
by foreign ·students himself next
·
Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan
These problems center around Thursday with a presentation on
. DIAN.A FORSYTHE an_d Phoebe Grant listen attentively to Terry Marti!!,. food l~bbyist.
employment and housing , Cyprus, his nati've country. It will
especially during vacations . As .include dis~ussipn of the history, .- , : - - - - - - - : : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Manoli _e xplained,' · immigratfon culture, and politics of the island
ll;IWS ~orbidJo.reign s.t_q~ents from·- as well as music and Slides fr,om
- working outside pf their schools Cyprus.
~ ,.
I ~
in America . This creates severe
At the officer elections last
- ., ·
Martin
and Assistant Professor Food Resolution comes to a vote
problems during vacations Thursday, Manoli was chosen as
by Ann Francis
because these students, with no Coordinator, Luis Villasenor, '78,
The definition of the world food, of Anthropology Diana Forsythe in 'Congress , it will be accepted
home to go-to, have to house and as - Treasurer , and Sa'ndra shortage situation and the social rejected La . Marca 's view. because it could not be rejected in
suppoit therpsEllves until school Maldonado, '77, as Secretar.y.
and economic implications of the · Martin estimated that it will be good conscience "sort of like
starts again. Manoli hopes that ~ Manoli explained that the in" Congressional Right to Food more than 15 years before the mother's milk."
The right to Food resolution is
Lawrence Inter.national , can - crease in foreign students in the resolution were the topic of a world's food supply is inadequate
-arrange· for foreign students to last two years-led him to suggest panel debate Wednesday night in for the population . For_sythe currently before the Senate ·
Riverview.
submitted ·that overpopulation. is Subcoromittee on
Foreign
Jive in vacant faculty houses at the creation of Lawrence In- . The resolution now before - an ·effect of the social insecurities Agricultural Policy and the
Jowcostorbel)oused _inAppleton _ternational to Charles Lauter, Congressional
committee of poverty and hunger, and that House Comm ittee of Agriculture
by host- families . ·
·
dean of foreign students. Lauter_. - su
st th
an increased food supply would and · Com mittee of International
He further. . hopes to i~on ~ut _ who_ is.. now the organiz~tion'~ " i~!:ea!e it:tas~~:a;i;~rnme~~ help fo control family size.
Relafions.
problems .with the Umvers1ty advisor . then help·e d him · to he! de 1
or se
Martin feels that, if the Right to
about student -wag.e policy. The organize the foreign students and woild's ;e op~ent a1m,?nf _the
federal ,government subsidizes 80 to form La_wr~nce Inte~national percent 01°~~~
Na~ioo:1
would be good for the Lawrence
percent
ofb student
wages at at
Pro-duct , over an unspec1
, .f?1ed A_f_
frr· mat1·ve Act1·on.,.
··
M ther ·begmnmg
· th of· this
· term.
bo
Community?"
Lab~den<;e, fut ~111 n(!tdextendTthhe than1 \ was en us1tstJ~'Pa
number of years. Terry Martin, (conrlnued from page II
Headrick responded by saying
su _s1 .Y- _to- ore1gn stu· ents. . e
e u rn:e prospec s. . eop e legisl_ative expert for the Bread of
Umvers1ty has consequently been seem excited about the idea, and the World f d 1 bb
. d th
called his · graduate school or that ii debate over the validity of ::, grappling with this. "dilemma". are w\!ling to put in time and ·resolution w~~ no~ br~e~a:n th: friends in the field and ' asked Lawrence's standards would to
and _as .of last ~ear sta~ted ~m- effort.
proposition that the u .S. ·should them to recomme.nd someone. little more . than cause adploymg and paymg some foreign
"feed the. world." Aid would be . They then ,would recommend ·an ministrative confusion. He exstudents at full wages.
used to stabilize iQcreasing aspiring young white male who plained that present criteria for
judging · candidates for positions
Before more members are
JJ.Opulations and develop industry would consequently be hired .
brought in, . Manoli said, the
~
·
and -educat'ion.
According to , Smith, anti- in the faculty is determined by
foreign -students will have to
·Regional Director · of CROP nepotism policies and the buddy the members of each department.
·11·
Wh
system have in the past led to " In an institution like this you
decide exact'ly ----what general
W1 1am
itcomb stated that the
programs it wl.11 sponsor.
-"
world . has the necessary employment discrimination and must have mutual trust and must
Some ideas Manoli suggested
technology to produce e_nough ~~o;0 :crrd::_r_i,rmatjve Action is not take away from the faculty
include forum discussions on
food fo maintain its- population .
The focus of the ad hoc Af- the right lo choose who their coThe world's food supply, thoug.h, firmative Action committee is on workers will be." Headrick went
on to warn that " in applying
is unevenl y distributed . ."If
everyone is going to eat at the recruitment policies. Smith said single goal oriented solutions one
that he established the comlevel that the Chinaman · eats , mittee in October to insure that runs the risk of jeopardizing the
long term health of th e inthen there ·is enough ." Michael La Marca , associate Lawrence advertfsed its · job stitution ."
openings with wide circulation
Smith
ex pl a in ed
th at
professor· of biology• said rye around the country , to insure that
of
chang ing
inclined to be pessimistic about · Lawrence's screening ' pol ides " questions
Under d ev el Oped
n at i On S were not biased and to·insure that qualifications are not involved in
/.
achievin g population control. He all candidates were interviewed Affirm ative Action ; it's just that
qualifications must be a ppli ed
estim ated that in . 15 years in- in the same manner.
creased population will exceed - A member of the audience equally . As long as we defin e this
food production 'by over 30 per- asked , " do Lawrence's criteria institution an y way we please
cent. He felt assi'stance should" for
hiringpe,rpetuate Affirmative Action just insures
only be given to countries who discriminaticin 1 Don ' t people that our gi ven policies are
have achieved population con- applying for positions here often upheld. "
Take A Bneak
When asked if he thinks
trol. "No matter what is done have credentials, aside from
within the next 10 yea rs , a certain publications and degrees, that Lawrence currently engages in
Fnorn Oou,nen
Affirmative Action policies Smith
number of people must die."
responded by saymg he was
suspicious : "I'm not sure we're
- blocks - -fnorn campus
making a total comm itm ent. "
Bremer concluded the forum
by saying "we aren't interested
in past practices but what
'
.
Lawrence can do in the future ."
After the forum , Pillinger was
asked if the committee 's emphasis o n equal employment· for
women mig~t be oversh_adowing
mmority opportunity. Pillinger
responded by saying, "that may
go on here, even unconsciously."
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Today

7:30 p.m.: Film .Classi~,s p_resents
" Pumpkin Eater , m 161
Youngchild . Anne ' ~anc~oft
stars in the movie , which T1~e
magazine described as "ta~ng
a marriage apart a~d na1lmg
up the bleeding piece~ ~or
honest scrutiny ." Adm1ss10n
is 75 cents.
.
.
8 p.m.: Lawrence Umvers1ty
Dancy Company ~ill pr~.se1;1t
" An Evening of Dane~ . m
Stansbury Theatre. Adm1ss10n
is 75c .
Saturda y

2 p.m. : Black Symposium
presents a Black ~oe~ry
reading
and
pubh_shmg
seminar ' with poet Joe M1~chell
and members_ of _Ch1c~go.,,
Renaissance m R1verv1ew
Lounge.
3 p m . Colleen Kocher Deshon ,
edit~r . the Tempo fe_ature
section of The Chicago Tribune,
will lecture on "The Power to
Crush and Save, a,, f'.ersonal
View of the Press m Worcester Art Center.
7:30 p.m. : Film Classi~s p_resents
" Pumpkin Eat~r . 1~ 161
Youngchild . Adm1ss1on. 1s 7:>C·
8 p.m. : Lawrence · Umvei:~1ty
Dance Company presents An
Evening of Dance" ·in. Sta~sbury Theatre. Admission 1s
75c .
.
·t
8 p.m.: The Lawrence Umv~rs1 Y
Artist Series concert will ~e
held in the Lawrence Mem~nal
Chapel. Cath y Berberian ,
Mezzo-soprano will perform .
Sunday
7 p.m.: "The Wor\~ of Apu"
directed by SatyaJ1t Ray , an

India Symposium film,. wiU be
shown in 161 Youngchild . ~he
film is part of Ray_'s pnzewinning trilogy which ~on
awards at the Cannes Film
Festival.
Tuesday
8 p.m.: The , Coffeehouse will be
open with entertainment an~ a
fine selection of "eats" and
. beverages av _ailable
throughout the evening._.

General Announcements
May Day Flowers

May Day flowers will be on sale
at Downer and Colman from 5-6
p.m .' , Saturday through W~dnesday. Send a daffodil or a da_1sy
· _ chose from among spring
colors _ to that special friend on
May 1. Order the flowers now , 60c
each for daffodils and 2~ each
for daisie~ Flowers w~II be
delivered Friday, 31 Apnl and
Wednesday
Saturday, May 1, with your
(secret) message.·
7:30 _ 10 p.m. : Help skate away
learning disabilities . ~upport
Just for fun
_
the Children's Learning InIs ·there anything you'd like to
novation Center, Inc. a non- do , to see, to hear, just for the fun
profit ,
education . a~d of it? Any suggestions or requests
charitable .o rganizatI~n m are welcome to pl_an this terrp 's
Appleton which tests ch1ld~en activities. Please contact Lloyd OR. ROBERT COOKE,
to find and overcome learning Dix , ext. 638.
.
,
UWM .
handicaps. Take a study br~ak
Special Events Comm~ttee
and roller skate, with $1 or $1.50
Special Events Committee, a
of the cost going ~irectly. to the student _ organization
that'
service. Free ndes will b~ organizes and promotes concerts,
provided to the ~ox \lal!ey films and lectures is looking_for a
Skating Rink , leavmg _behind new memb,er as well as ideas
Plantz at 7:30. Sign-up in Co-op concerning a
group
for
office by noon Wednesday. If
homecoming
nextyear·
Anyone
by Lynp Brackenridge
token ,black, nor atoken woman."
you can provide a c;ar '. call
interested
in
joining
the
c~rp"Some
wdmen
ignore
con.ffe
said that this study had been
Betsi Timm , ext. 326.
.
mittee call Rolf von · Opp~nfeld, traception a_nd are very cavalier . undertaken because there was ir
Thursday
ext. 649. Suggestions · should ,.be about the whole thing," said Dr. . great deal of misinformation
7 . 30 p.m .: "Cyprus: An Inside:'s made at the SEC meeting·s on Robert Cooke during his lectll!:e about ~·b ortion being passed
·view " , a presentation_ with
music , slides of the h1sto~y, Thursdays' at 12 in the Green Tuesday iifternoon on _the around. He said that .this study
medical implications of legalized ~ was>an "attempt to bring some
exotic culture and confusing · Room of Downer.
Graduation reservations
abortion. The v_ic_g_.~hancellqr for · truth to-the whole scene."
polit\cs of the island of ~yprus
Make
reservations
now
··SO
health
services at the University
The Committee reviewed the
will be presented by Y1ann?s
Manoli , '78, citizen of Cyprus in . parents can have the convenience of Wisconsin-Madison- went on _to three ,divisions of public policy
of staying on campus for · add however that evidence does concerning abortion. The first,
Youngchild 161.
For $3 per person. per .not 'seem to ~how..:!hat legalized · the . "restrictive policy;" only
s p.m. : The Coffeehouse ~ill be graduation.
night
they
can
stay in a dorm abortion is being substituted by allows abortion if -the woman's
open with live entertainment
life is:in danger. The second, the
and a selection of "eats" and Friday 11 June, Saturday_ 12 - women for contraceptives.
Cooke also holds the position of -. "moder~tely restrictive policy,"
beverages availa.ble · June, or both. Make reservations
soon, as space is limited. Contact professor of pediatrics_. He is a . says , that abortion m~ght_ ~
throughout the evening.
Peter Watt at ext., 613 or 354 for member of the .Steering .Com- permitted, under special cir•
reservations.
.
mittee of ·the National Academy cumstance$, sm;h as rape, incest,
Angela Davis lecture , ·:~ , of Sciences Institute of Medicine or certain diseases that the baby
The Lawrence ~n!versi~y on the Study of the Impact of might 'have. These cases would
Bicentennial Com~~ss10n will - Leg;iliied Abortion.
ha:ve to :be reviewed ~y .Qie state
present Angela Davis_ma lect~re
Cooke was a. yisiting professor first. The third, the "nonentitled,. "200 Years of Social at' Harvard Universi'ty's Divinity restrictiv~ policy," is , the
Change in Perspective. " The School. in the interfacillty Supreme Court's ruling. It says
lecture will be on Sunday, 30 May . program in medical ethics before that during the first trimester of
at 7:3:0 p._m . in the ~ppJeton East he joined ~e U_niversity Qf a woman's pregnancy the choice
Gymnasrnm .
Tickets
are Wisconsin .
.
·
of aborti!m is up to the- medical
available ' a_t · th~ Lawre~ce
· Cooke began . his lecture by judgment of the WoJllan's
·University Box OfficE:. The pnce assuring everyone that "I am not physician._- In the sec_ond
of tickets are $1.50 ,in advance in the abortion business .. . I am trimester, tpe state might
and $2 at the doorc
·_ not in favor of the use of abortion- ·· regulate aQOi:"tion procedure with
.
LUCC secretary
to · ·-·solve aM- of society's r,egard to. the ·--safety of the
· The . P?Sition for LUCC , problems ." He did state, mother~ F~r example, the state
Sf cretary 1s now vacant d.UEJ to-n- however, that be woul~ attempt couJd reqwre , her to ente: th_e
change of focus on t_he part of the .. to present factual med1c~l d_ata, , hospital to h~ve-her a_bort1on 1f
recent ·occupant...- !~e ~espo_n- putting personal · preJud1ces she was medically advised .to do
sibilities of the pos1tio~ 1_nclude aside. :
·
so. Ip the third tJ;imester,. the
creative · paraphrasm_g . of
· Speaking ethically , he in- state can regul'a{e abortion,
minut1!s, editing of leg1sla_tion troduced the principle · of- non- except in cases. where t~e
and _o ther mate.rials , typ!ng, inj1;1ry. He ·~aid t~at abo~tion is .a woman's lif~ is in danger.
cop~mg , · coll~J mg stapl!ng, ser10us eth~cal dilemma Ther~ 1s
''A hospital in·-patientfs
call.mg , . ch_e<;_kmg, _rece1vmg_, . no .quest_10n th~t the CO!] ;' chance of incurring a perforated
re~1s.termg , attend_mg , tran- sequences of aborllon may be of uterus through the suction
sm1ttmg, and __moanm~ .. ~ours b'epefit t~ tl1e mother. The , con-. method is · _ ·.~rcent." Cooke
6
are· 20 per formght ad ,mfmitun,i. sequences might even _be .a .
..d "h atients
who go to .the'
Scl)e~ule aII\ena?l~ to.occupant s benefit to the baby. I!l _economic . ;:~e~ta!i:Jg ·clmics have . their
requ!r~me.nts , ,w1th1~ reason . terms they would def1mtely be .a . abortions substantially earliers
Qu~hf1cat1.ons mcl~dmg some · benefit to soeie_ty . : _. But In than those in hospitals."
typm~ skills! . basic man':1al general, people m society do not
Cooke then switched ·to the
dexter1~y , add1t~on, and spe\hng live by consequences alo!le-f?r
s cholog of abortion. He said
are desired. A firm comm~nd ~f example, most of us believe m P. Y
,Y . turning from very
Englis~ grammar , 1expertise m justice, in ' principle~. T~e con
h~i; (;:~:cl) data to very soft
executive manageII\en!, ~d. a sequences of aborllon mvolve
. al) data " He began
fo_rce~ul a~ility to . d1r~ct . benefi~s, ~ut they al~o_go iaga!~st --~ps~~h~~f~hat the.'psychiatric
. supe:10rs
ar_~
absolutely our principle of'~?n-m-Jury. It is_a c~m lkations of legal abortions
re,q mred . Applicants are- ep- moral dilemma.
~ e He added that the .
couraged to contact H.E., the
Dr Cooke then spoke of , the ar!,!
plications of
·President of LUCC ~ ithout delay s.te~~if!g . ~ommittee..
The ,hfI;al 1!~~tio~~mare "~ot comat ext. 640.
·
chairperson ,is_ a bl~~k w_oman , mon but they are not rare." He
who, Cooke clc.ume~, is neither a. said' that the consequences of
.,......_______,,_________~~-"'.""·....-~'."""'-, abortion involve a conflict with
one's social values . "One does not
have a guilty conscience for
robbing a bank if it is perfecUy
legal to rob a bank," he concluded.
.
He also spoke a.bout the
psychological concept of what he
call~d "quality of consent." How
1
- much thought to ,wome_
n give to
the . seriousness of having an
abortion? "Most decisions are
. .,,.,,, ,,,
very ·pooFly made,'' he cJaimed,
"Th_ere~are very few deliberat~
considered judgments." '
'
1·
,,
.
He ended by apologizing for
·possible introduction Qf his
&~{l;pers~mal biases, and by
cour·a ging, again, early abo
"It's not that I'm in favor.of
them, but there's very low
legal abortion done rigb

Abortion:

Are Wom~n cavalier?·

1~\·. "'

_S NI v~s~e,u.& nfel s_
en
.
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Smoking ...
(continued from Page JI

disobedie--;;~e of the la~. "Who's

going to ,tak'e the cigarettes
away?" he asked.

by the Honor Council
AstiOedyawn. Chuck stretches ·
b~ck. with a sigh . F~r past.

m1dmght, and here 'Ye sit - nine
bleary-eyed individuals probing ·
the past, prodding at the present·
trying to get back to the roots : .
the roots otthe Council , the roots
of the system .
-The scene is a familiar one - an
Honor Counrjl meeting.
Until 1961, all cases of
academic "dishonesty" were put
before the Committee on , Administration. The Student
Executive Council designed and
distDibuled a questionaire to
investigate· dissatisf{lction with
this , method of handling such
,,matters. Forty-one percent of the
respondents felt that the Com mittee ,,on . Administration had
. been unjust in' dealing with
this "Dishonesty," a word the
responsents felt was vaguely
defined.
Thirty-five percent reported
witnessing academic dishonesty
that year, and forty conceded
that they had engaged in such .
Sixty-eight percent were in favor
of implementation of some type
of·honor system . A committee to
de:velop such a system . -was
{ormed, and in May of 1962 a
rudimentary system was in-stated. The early system
provided .for a penalty of "immediate suspension for the
balance of the term and all of the
next, except in extraordinary
cases" for. any infraction . The
early pledge included . a clause
requiring all students to report
any violations they had witnessed. Not. doing so was itself _
considered an honor code
violatic_m ! The early system
proved unsatisfactory, and the
code was revised several times,
once in 1963 and again in 1970
Ari I honor system allo~s
academic flexibility impossible
without such ' .11n institution
Before 1962, all examination~
were taken en masse in a
designated area and were well
proctored. A statement handed
down by the Council of ,72
provided that . faculty membei s
have the ~ight to "~et forth the
conditions under which . an .
examination is to be taken,"
which, in effect, means students
must take an exam in a given
room and under surveillance if
tl,le professor so desires . This
statement is ·presently being
reviewed by -the Council. .
1The syste~- now requires that
all·prospecti~~ students sign the
following pledge on their application for admission : " I
hereby affirm that I understand
and accept the responsibility· of
the provisions·-and stipulations of
the Lawrence University Honor
System." In the future; students
will be notified on the application
that Lawrence operates under
such a system, and that if they

~e Honor Council is composed
of eight students, who are voting
members, and two non-voting
members, the student chairperson .,..and the dean · of the
colleg~. Estal;>lished in 1962, the
c~w:icll has retained most of its
origmal function intact.
.
The Council is the judicial body
for. all reported violations ; no
action can be taken on academic
violat(ons except through the
council. In . the past, there have
been complaints that not all infractions _have been handled by
the councll ; that professors have
often· taken the situation into
their own hands .
·•
. In addition to judicial functlons, -the Council feels its
educative role is at least as
important.
All
freshmen
seminars were visited this fall by
a me_mber of the council, who
explamed the system , distributed
honor_ code pamphlets and fielded
questions. The council also appear~d at t_he Oct. Faculty
meetmg , seekmg assistance from
the faculty in . educating the
students regardmg the system .
. The faculty V,(as asked ' to
discuss the system in all classes
and t? make spE:Cific any! in~tructions coi:ic~rnmg what 1s or
is .i:iot perm1ss1ble in a ·given
assignment.
A
f?How-up
memorandum was ~lso issue~ to
all faculty, _stressu~g the 1mpor~ance of the pomts and of
havmg student~ reaffirm the
pled~e op all written work,. as _a
r~mm~er that the _community 1s
operating under such a system.
The recent survey ind)cated that
many _have n?t ~omphed ..
The .council 1s now m the
process ?f de!!berating possil>le
cha!l~es m the system, though all
re:,1s1ons must be passed by twothirds of t~e s!u.de~ts an~ f~culty.
The councll will also be f11lmg our
vacant seats for next year. Interested person_s ca!l submit their
names or nominations of others
to an~ member of the ~onor
councll by May . 7. Members are
chosen for a 2-year period .

Martha Fisher, '77, said tliat
many of her friends were ,allergic
to, smoke and had their rights
infringed upon . The health factor
she said, did not seem as crucial
to her as the distraction issue
and said that such effects o~
students' abilities to concentrate
in an educational institution
should be considered .
Mike Exner, '76, said the
concept ot the bill was wrong . '. 'It
won 't settle anything " he s~id .
Mike Strong, '78, said that while
the health hazard issue would not
be resolvab}e by compromise,
and that the significance of the
health hazard in the bill was
arguable, he thought that with
the irritation issue, " a compromise could be tried . The
present bill takes an extreme
stand. ''
Marwin Wrolstad , business
manager, wondered if a revision
of the legislation had been made
and moved to change the spelling
of "disgression" to " discretion ."
The amendment . to correct the
spelling was approved .
"The way· the legislation is
proposed is ridiculous" Lauter ·
'Said , as it leaves no way to make
compromises. He moved to table
the resolution and was defeated 6-·
5-3.
.
Mike ,Wilensky , associate
d/rector of admission , said that
granting · the discomfort and
sickness of some persons brought
about by smoking, mere asking
people not , to smoke or leaving
enforcement to a voluntary basis
would not be effective.
"This is the inost asinine piece
of legislation I've seen . It's not
enforceable,"
said · Doug
Greenberg assistant professor of
history, adding that he would
smoke in his qwn classroom . No
one has to take courses from him
and . whethe.r .it makes hi~
inarticulate or not, he will contin9e to smoke as he teaches.
Passing the bill, he went on,
woul~ not get any professor to
stop smoking in his own class.
" The idea behind .this legislation
is foolish " he concluded. "There
is no need to pass unenforceable
legislation."
· Dorothy Fischer said she
resented this when she had to pay
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The legislation was called to
question and a tie vote resulted .
Eisenbe,rg , as LUCC president,
cast the tie-breaking vote
saying "I don't believe I get to
vote. It's a tie. Hell , yes ,'' and the
legislation was enacted 8-7 and
sent to ·President Smitfi for approval . If Smith signs the bill , no
smoking signs will appear in
classrooms and lectures halls in
about two weeks.
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Levrs

a year to come to
Lawrence for an education . She
said , "Fox V.alley Tech can enforce ~ts no-smoking . ban , why
couldn t-Lawrence? " Last year 's
pr?posal has been ignored , she
said . " The point has come to
legislate ."
Lauter moved a second time to
table the resolution , saying , " the
c_lash. here indicates this particular piece of legislation will
not pass ." Lauter said he wanted
both smokers and non -smokers to
function here , and that a fair
compromise should be in- ··
vestigag ed . His motion was
defeated 7-5-2.
Lauter asked·"for a recent by
r?ll call , and was defeated , this ,
.time 8-5-1.
Weiss , who abstained , said that
LUCC was " trying to legislate
morality. "
Lee Bellows, '77, moved to
close debate. Th e two-thirds
majority necessary was not met
and debate continued .
'
JJorothy Fischer contended
that "the enforceability 'question
doesn 't pertain ."
Eric Pacht, '76, wondered how
enforceable the bill would be at
Lawrence.
"The. administration could. fire
us , expel the students and fire the
faculty ," Boardman replied .
-. Ramsey said that he found the
discussion " absurd," going on to
say, "people here don't care
about hearth. The legislation is
meant to promote health ."
Strong
said
that
he
thought the legislation " will if
passed place all previous LUCC
legislation in jeopardy when
"blatant defiance "
would
probably follow the bill's
passage.
Boardman moved to close the
debate and vote on'the resolution.
The cloture motion passed 9-3-
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Netters split opening tests
by Bob Liebman

The Lawrence University
tennis team opened its season
last ·Saturday , splitting matches
with Ripon a nd Grinnell.
Saturday morriing saw the n·e tmen defeat. Grinnell 9-0 at
Lawrence. Th e team then
traveled to Ripon where they
went down to a 6-3 defeat at the
hands of the Red.men .
The match against Grinnell
was played at a nearby indo_or
Appleton court due to the mclement weather that greeted the
two teams on Saturday morning.
Lawrence had a much easier
time than expeeted in beating a
highly respectible Grinnell team.
At No . 1 for Lawrence ; Bob
Liebman defeated Dan Edwards
6-3, 6-3. No. 2 Jack Anderson beat
Chris High 7-6, 6-2. No . 3 John
Chandler defeated Fig Newton 63, 7-6. No . . 4 Dave Taguchi
defeated Aaron Givenberg-6-3, 63. No . 5 Gary Kolker handled
John Lorn 6-3, 6-3, and No . 6 John
Van Duzer slipped pa_st · Eric _
Christenson by counts of 7-5, 7-6.
The doubles teams of Anderson
and Kevin Rhoades , Li!:!bmanTaguchi , and Kolker-Chandler
all won with relative ease .
The match against arch-rival
Ripon was played within the
Ripon indoor facility due to the
continuing wet weather conditions. The Ripon team was
probably one of the toughest
teams LU will face all season ;
Ripon _has to be an odds-on

favorite to unseed defending
conference champion Carleton at
the conference meet later this
year.
Playing without tl)e services of
last year 's conference runner-~p
at No . 2 singles Rhoades , who 1s
having trouble getting into shape ,
LU was still able to make a very
strong showing against the
Redmen.
The Vike winners were Lieb111an , who fashioned ~n im pressive 6-4 , 2-6, 6--4 wm over
Dave Eggert at the No . 1
position·; Kolker , who beat Matt
Chelop at No. 5 6-0, 6-3 ; the
doubles team of Kolker and Van
Duzer , who won at No . 3 doubles
by scores of 6-3, 4-6. 6--4.
Those in ' the losers bracket for
LU were: . Anderson at No. 2
singles , who dropped _a 6-2, 6-3
decision to Papen their ; Chandler , at No . 3 who lost to Hoeh~ by
counts of 6-3, 1-6, 1-6 ; Taguchi at
No. 4 who was knocked off by
Remmer, 6-1 , 6--4, and Van Duzer
at No. 6, beaten by Walter, 6-4, 60. The doubles team of AndersonChandler were beaten 7-6, 7-fi
· in the No. 1 slot while LiebmanTaguchi lost 6--4 , 6--4 at No. ·2.

LA WREN CE TRACKERS beat the Ripon Redmen 85-39 last Satur.day.

Beer, -bloOd, _and hooketsc-.e(luaJ ru

byJ uic~ "Rugger-Hugger"
on ". This means that -in some (whiclt is espeeiaily popular
This Sunday at 2 p.m . on the IPC way the ball left contact with a _ evangelistic ruggers). Here
field the newborn Larry U. player in_a forward motion. " . attempt is made _to kick the
Rugby Team . will play ·· its first , The game proceeds unin- . throug)1 th.e goal posts from
official game against the Green terrupted .t hrogghout each h~lf place on :a ·straight line d
Bay Ruggers. ·Although the except for -i one-minute injury downfield-from the point wh
:Vikes, under the guidance of their breaks apd lµieo1,1ts. Lineoµts, the try was made. The momeii
player coach Jeff Johnson, l9st parallel Bunny Hop lines made " .the -. ki<;ker shows any sign b
This Saturday the fuzzballers handily Green · Bay at an -in- - up of forward~ of the_ opposing-- forward motion he can be ~tecl
take on UW-Green Bay at 9 am vitational sc.r image three weeks teams, oc<;.ur when the ball goes by the"other team en -DJ~sse in a
and UW-Stevens 'Point at 2 pm on ago, the· Vikes are· riow a much out·of-bounds: 'The ball is thrown , m·o st unsavory ma_n ner. the game
the Lawrence Courts <Drew su.· - stronger_ team, having sine~ · in, -'ostensibly, between the two ' is over when ,all the players aire
The support of the Lawrence learned how to play the game_. iines. TheyJfght tooth and nail for dead or _time ·runs out. ·
Rugby })"as ~Jl described -by
community would be greatly Nonetheless , the - Green Bay - ,possession of the oblong oinkskin.
ruggers should pose a formidabJe
Once . th~ ball is possessed" tit .- SQme as, a combination of ,war
appreciated .
threat. Especially feared are must be exorciz~d, ahem, sc:,rry.) and the I<:.e FolliE!l!, but" the real .
several former Packers, one of a scrum -is formed arow;id . the excitement comes-aftei;:the game
whom is rtmiored to be a ·cyclqps .." possessor by his_teammates_. _T he whe~ debauchery of the basest
Rugby is a specia) . game for scrum ' is a human web of _in- sort -t'ake! place. Game · time
spe~ial people (and.most of those_ te_rlocke<;l _heads · an~ _arf!ls animosities are submerged by
peop1e are either in jail or in through whtcli the baJI is pas.s_e~ · p_a rtaking · of any available
hdspftals). It is a rare sport that to the waiting backs, who _th,e~ flammable liguid, boisterous
requires both malice an<:1 take off merrily ,dowi:i the ··ne1d singi!ig, danfmg ana c~rrymg on
I•
.. - forethought. Here 's .QOW ;its : while the scrlllT,lmies disentangle . that <;an- be found to i;epJace the
played (though no one seems to. • therpselves:· A .scr\lffi is often -· brut;u pone •g,:inding. TI}e La_rry
Bad weather again greeted the in the nation for ·t heir small know jl:Jst why it's . played.) _ - · formed after a knock on, but:h~re ·u , R..uggers may -play only
A foo.tball~like kickoff starts the the ball is .tossed ihto. the middle . satlsfactority, but they are top
Lawrence Tennis team · as they ,college division.
The fuzzy ballers did ' not let game. But . unlike _its pig-skin ·of the .c;lawirig pa~k-iind fs lighily notch when- -it com~s to
took on UW-Green Bay Saturday
morning . Playing at one of the their reputation scare ,_them , brother, the team· that wins th_e kicked" liack -.to-Ahe b.a cks. inebriation. So ~ome on out and
area 's indoor racquet clubs, the however, .as they soli<;lly bear toss lucks off. -This allows, the . Tpough the ba~Linay· ·be fougpt try and to fjgur~ tb~s m~s out.
fuzz y- ballers
crushed the their opponents 6-3 .. At numb·er "kicking' off t~am ' '.. the op- . -over- viciously ·m Jhe scrum, the -You may even.J!ke 1t enough to
Phoenix by an 8-1 score. Winners one Liebman was defeated by port.unity to place the .ball cl9ser. scrumm\es love it. $crummies · ejoin. · -If not thei:e'.s alwax11 the
for Lawrence were , in the ·o rder former State University champ to its opponent's goal line . A wild are easily recognizable· a·s their beer.
that they played , Liebman, Dave Tebo 3-6, 6-2, 6-1. .Anderson -stampede . usually . follows the . torsos always-meet their ·legs at~ Anderson , Chandle r;: Toguchi , beat Bob w_olfman 6-3, 6-2 at kick . IJ'he ball can be . played by 90 degree angle. - .
Kolker and Rhodes . the number number two. At nuinber three, anyone dumb enough to- pi~k-; it - P~ints· are scored wh~n a
-two an d three doublers teams of Chandler scored a com·e from up-regardless of _wpat position he member of <fne team touches .the .
Liebman-Toguchi and Kolker- ·behind 3-6, · 6-1., 6-1 victory over . plays or what·. te~m he's -orr:·-. . '·ball down in the end zone of the
Von Duzer also won . The only Tom Cascarano . .Number four
. If t_h e haple~_s_ rug~er can, seize opposing team . This is calll;ld a_ ,
losers for Lawrence was the man Toguchi lost 6-3, -4-6, 6-4 to the b~l and.avoid bem~-tr~mpled , try arid is worth four poihts: But
number one doubles · team of Dave Hauser. Gary Kolker raised or dismembered 9y · his op- . ·woe to the foolish rugger w_ho ,
Chandier-Anderson.
his record to 5-0 by defeating Jeff ponel_lts, he lights off dow_n _the · .does not touch the ball down, as
The team finall y got outside for Secomb, 6-4, 6-1. Rhoades won at field towards.the other side's ~oal. he can be ta<;kled in tlie end zone.'
its meet against UW-Stevens number six over Ed Rockey , 7-5, line . If p,rogress " ~ppear~. futile -He·must.then relea~_the baJ.l a~d
Point. The Pointers , who finished 6-4,
- . .
(due to ,a seethmg. mass , of :it goes back-into· play.
~-- _:_,
a strong third in the Wisconsin
In Doubles, wins by Toguchi- bloodthirsty forwards) . h~., can
Shoul'd ·this miraculous scoring
State University Conference , fell Liebman and Chandler-Kolker ~ither kick the bal_l forward, pass of points occur during Sunday's
at the hands of the Vikings, 6°3. clinched the victory. Anderson-· 1t backwards, or s1g~al one ,of. the game, the successful team ~an
Number one Liebman defeated Rhoades were beaten at number many ambulance crews that are then try for a conversion kick .
111
Vinh Pham , a Vietnamese one doubles by the strong team of usually on hand .
refugee who had won his con- Tebo-Cascarano. '
If he were to pass , the b~ll
· ,.
•
ference's number one singles title.
Today and Saturday, the team forward, the ref. (usually an ex
last year. Despite a language will be competing in . the r\Jggerandrailked ih 's eniority by
barrier , Liebman won by 6-2, 6-3 Lawrence Invitational , which ' lack of teeth) would call a •·•knock
·
·
•
scores. At number two, Anderson features seven schools from
was upended by Dave Fletcher. 6- around the state. Your support is _
·~. ,...
3, 6-4 . At number three , Chandler welcome.
Wh~lesale Prices. • ·518-N. 'Appleton St.
won 6-1, 6-1 to Mike Lewis.
r
Toguchi breezed by Bruce Mc-

· tn·u·mp-·h:
ba//evs
r uzzy
C

·

0

.J:;,;;--

Consumer ·Electron·ies

NeelKolker
at Number
4 by scores
of 6-4 ,
6-0.
won over
Bob Tocknik
6-2, 6-1 at number 4 by scores of 64, 6-0. Kolker won over Bob

·Tack'··y · tr"-~- c;·k' .-tea
· .m' m·. ·e·-s''.

!~~kn~kh!;~~-l !~nnu~v~~r fbva~
Fowell by 6-4, 6-7, 6-2 scores.
In doubles , Anderson-Rhoades
lost to la st year 's State
University doubles champs,
Pham -Fletcher, 6-3, 7-5. LiebmanToguchi beat Lewis-McNeel 5-7,
6-2, 7.-5 in a match played partly
in darkness , and Chandler:Kolker defeated Odakowski- ,
Fowell _7-6, 6-2.
On Tuesday , the netinen were
again forced indoors for their
ma tch
against
defending
Wi sco nsin State Unive rsity
cha mp UW -Oshkosh. Oshkosh
has won their conference for
eleven of the last twelve years ,
and several of those years has
placed within the top five school~

v_ike

,

·

rel_ay·s'tomorrow_.

by Dave Rosene
meets from. beginning to end .
It is always fun ~o beat Ripon, .Both the men's and the women's .
and last-Saturday the·men's and teams ' swept seven of their _
women's track teams had a great seventeen events, and many
time doipg just that. Capping a records were broken ' i11 the
fine day for Lawrence athletics, process . For the women , Mary
the men's team :whipped the Reed set a field record in winning
Redmen 85-39, and the womeh the high_jump at 4'8''. The 440 yd.
defeated Ripon 's· girls nearly as relay team of Andrea Williambadly , 68-54 , in the Vikes ' first son, Lynne LaJone, Crystal Cash,
home meet of the season . ·
and Mary Reed set a field record
The most versatile Vikes were of 57..4 seconds. Susan Torrenc{l,
Rob Stevens and Mary Reed. running with painful shin splints,
Stevens scored in -six events , .. set a field and. a Lawrence record
winning four of them for a total of · in the mile. She is primarily~ a
22 1/ 4 points. Reed took home 14'h shot putter, as is Rachel Nadel ;
points accumulated in six events. Nadel set a field record and a
Lawrence dominated ·both Lawren,ce record in the two,mile.
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